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Abstract: Mayaro virus (MAYV), isolated for the first time in Trinidad and Tobago, has captured the attention of public health authorities worldwide following recent outbreaks in the Americas. It has a propensity to be exported outside its original geographical range, because of the vast distribution of its vectors. Moreover, most of the world population is immunologically naïve with respect to infection with MAYV which makes this virus a true threat. The recent invasion of several countries by Aedes albopictus underscores the risk of potential urban transmission of MAYV in both tropical and temperate regions. In humans, the clinical manifestations of MAYV disease range from mild fever, rash, and joint pain to arthralgia. In the absence of a licensed vaccine and clinically proven therapeutics against Mayaro fever, prevention focuses mainly on household mosquito control. However, as demonstrated for other arboviruses, mosquito control is rather inefficient for outbreak management and alternative approaches to contain the spread of MAYV are therefore necessary. Despite its strong epidemic potential, little is currently known about MAYV. This review addresses various aspects of MAYV, including its epidemiology, vector biology, mode of transmission, and clinical complications, as well as the latest developments in MAYV diagnosis.
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1. Introduction

Following the major Zika virus (ZIKV) outbreaks in 2016, special attention has been given to neglected arboviruses. Arboviral infections are likely to spread globally as a result of the expansion of mosquitoes which, in turn, is caused by increased trade and climate change [1–3]. Mayaro virus (MAYV) is a single-stranded RNA virus. It belongs to the Togaviridae family and was first detected in 1954 in Trinidad in the sera of forest workers [4–6]. Like other alphaviruses, MAYV can infect, replicate and disseminate in both vertebrate and invertebrate hosts [7–9]. In humans, the virus causes Mayaro fever, which is characterized by long-lasting arthralgia similar to that occurring in Dengue fever. Although mortality among infected people is low as yet, Mayaro fever may become a major public health problem, particularly in rural areas, with increasing prevalence in the Amazon region due to ecosystem changes [10]. Although several outbreaks of Mayaro fever have already been reported more than three decades ago in Northern Brazil [11], MAYV is now spreading rapidly to other regions in Latin America [12]. It is likely that the global burden of Mayaro fever is still largely underestimated because of the lack of adequate and accurate diagnostics. At the same time, the Aedes mosquito, which can spread MAYV and other viruses, is invading new habitats and regions at an alarming pace [13]. Perhaps the most significant threat of a potential MAYV epidemic comes from increased
colonization of urbanized areas by *Aedes aegypti*. In order to better predict the capacity of the virus to spread and infect new areas, further studies are urgently needed. At present, it cannot be excluded that MAYV infections, like those of ZIKV and Chikungunya (CHIKV) viruses, will one day become a major health issue. At present, MAYV is still neglected and few studies have been carried out on its pathogenesis, the biology of its potential vectors or the dynamics of its transmission. We present here a current and comprehensive review of published scientific research and technical reports on MAYV, focusing on its vectors, in addition to the epidemiological and clinical aspects of Mayaro fever.

2. Distribution and Significance to Health

Mosquitoes are responsible for the transmission of a variety of deadly pathogens, including MAYV, that affect the lives and livelihoods of millions of people across the world each year. The global expansion of the two major urban vectors (*Ae. aegypti* and *Ae. albopictus*) and the increasing number of international travelers is certain to increase the risk of MAYV transmission [14]. There has been an underestimation of reported Mayaro fever cases reported since its first detection in 1954 which is not only due to its shared symptoms with Dengue and Chikungunya fever, but also to the occurrence of unreported asymptomatic cases [4,15,16]. Figure 1 illustrates the spatial distribution of the virus that was isolated from vectors, non-human primates (NHP) or humans. The presence of MAYV has been mainly reported in Latin America, with Brazil having the highest number of reported cases of Mayaro fever [4,6,10,17–33] and MAYV infections that were reported in Haiti indicate that the virus is also likely to circulate in the Caribbean [31,34]. A phylogenetic study carried out on whole-genome sequences of viruses isolated from Haitian patients suggests that the virus has been introduced into Haiti on three separate occasions [34]. Several imported cases of MAYV infections have also been reported from 1997 onwards in tourists returning from endemic areas of South and Central America, with several cases reported in Europe [14,35–39]. This scenario shows the importance of the potential role of air travel in the global spread of MAYV [14,35–38]. Due to a lack of information and reporting in Africa and Asia, it is as yet uncertain whether MAYV is present in these continents.
Figure 1. Global distribution of Mayaro virus (MAYV). The virus was detected in vectors, non-human primates and humans. The first imported cases were reported in the United States in 1997 and in Europe in 2008. The origin of imported cases is shown in parentheses. These reports do not exclude the possible presence of MAYV in other countries, notably Africa and Asia. MAYV is not necessarily present throughout the countries/territories shaded in this map. ArcGIS Desktop V 10.5 software was used to generate this map (ESRI 2019, Redlands, CA, USA: Environmental Systems Research Institute; https://desktop.arcgis.com/en/).

3. Clinical Manifestations and Pathogenesis of Mayaro Fever in Humans

Phylogenetically, MAYV is closely related to CHIKV and, like the latter, causes a debilitating flu-like illness in the infected host that is indistinguishable from Chikungunya fever. The main symptoms include chills, fever, gastrointestinal manifestations, eye pain, myalgia and arthralgia [18,29] (Figure 2). In particular, arthralgia can last for months to years, making the Mayaro fever even more debilitating than flavivirus infections, whose symptoms last only one to three weeks [4,11,15,40,41]. Acute symptoms...
generally last three to five days in most patients with Mayaro disease [15,25]. Arthralgia and myalgia account for 50–89% and 75% of infected patients, respectively [42]. Dizziness and itching are the other clinical manifestations of the disease [20,38]. Severe complications can occur due to MAYV infection, among which are myocarditis, hemorrhagic and neurological manifestations [17]. After a bite from an infected vector, MAYV spreads via the blood vessels into the body of the susceptible host (Figure 3). The virus replicates in white blood cells (e.g., monocytes, macrophages) and spreads to bones, muscles and joints via the main sites of replication, the spleen and the liver [15,43–48]. The severity of Mayaro fever is associated with the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines and mediators (MCP-1, IL-2, IL-9, IL-13, IL-7, VEGF, IL-17, and IP-10) both in humans and experimental mouse models [49–51]. Some of these cytokines have been shown to be associated with other pathologies involving bones and joints [47,52,53]. Mayaro fever can also induce oxidative stress (OS) in the liver of infected mice and in vitro infected HepG2 cells [54,55]. The induction of OS has also been observed in several other arbovirus infections, including Chikungunya [56–58]. The latter process is likely to play a role in the pathogenesis of MAYV, because of its important role in the initiation and control of the production of many soluble mediators such as reactive oxygen species (ROS), and is furthermore involved in apoptosis and inflammation [39]. Currently, little is known about the beneficial or detrimental effects of this process on the infected host. Many cell types have been shown to be implicated in the pathogenesis of MAYV. The role of macrophages, being targets for MAYV infection, in the development of arthritis has been demonstrated through the secretion of TNF-α and ROS [60]. In this respect, it is of interest to note that high serum levels of TNF-α have previously been reported in MAYV-infected patients and mice [50,61]. A recent study has also shown that in vitro infection of bone marrow-derived macrophages with MAYV results in the overexpression of key inflammasome proteins such as NLRP3, AIM2, ASC and caspase 1 [61]. Interestingly, the authors demonstrated that the induction of ROS was linked to the activation of the NLRP3 pathway. Because many studies have shown that ROS production can be associated with immune regulation [62], it would be of interest to investigate whether ROS secretion impacts the polarization of macrophages during MAYV infection. Results from studies using experimental mouse models and human cell lines have revealed that osteoblasts are susceptible to infection with alphaviruses, resulting in the secretion of MCP-1, IL-6, and IL-1β [43,63,64]. We have previously shown that primary human chondrocytes, osteoblasts and synoviocytes, which are the main cell types involved in arthralgia, are permissive to MAYV infection, indicating that these cells may be involved in the pathogenesis of the disease, notably as a result of the overexpression of arthritis-related genes [65]. Infection of the host by MAYV results in the sensitization of monocytes and the induction of their osteoclastogenic activity which leads, in turn, to bone erosion and cartilage damage. Taking into consideration the debilitating condition of MAYV-infected patients, which can last for months to years, further studies should be carried out to determine the mechanisms leading to severe arthritis as a result of MAYV infection. This also begs the question as to why some patients develop arthritis and others do not. It would also be interesting to develop studies leading to the identification of biomarkers or risk factors associated with severe forms of the disease. There is considerable variation in antibody production and persistence from one host to another. MAYV infection induces a transient production of immunoglobulin M (IgM) antibodies, indicating the occurrence of recent infection that generally lasts for at least three months after the onset of clinical symptoms [29,66,67] (Figure 2). In addition, the presence of virus-specific immunoglobulin G (IgG) serum antibodies that persists throughout the lifespan of an infected person is an indicator of prior infection with MAYV, in particular when present at increased levels [29,66,67]. Interestingly, a study by Santiago et al. shows that neutralizing antibodies alone are not sufficient to prevent the occurrence of chronic arthritis [50]. Earnest and collaborators generated a series of neutralizing broad-spectrum mouse antibodies by the use of recombinant MAYV E2 protein [68] and showed their therapeutic utility against MAYV, thereby underscoring the importance that should be given to IgG subclasses and their effector functions.
Figure 2. Pathogenesis of Mayaro fever. Time course of MAYV viremia and detection of immunoglobulin M/G (IgM/IgG) after the inoculation of MAYV into a susceptible host by an infected mosquito. Duration of clinical manifestations that may appear in an infected individual. The figure was designed using Adobe Creative Cloud apps (https://www.adobe.com/creativecloud.html).
**Figure 3.** Diagram showing the probable dissemination of MAYV in humans, based on animal experiments and clinical data for similar alphaviruses. Transmission of MAYV occurs following its inoculation by an infected mosquito (*Haemagogus janthinomys*, *Aedes aegypti*, etc.). The virus then replicates in the skin (more precisely at the inoculation site of the virus by the competent vector) and propagates into the target tissues (muscle, the liver, joints, etc.) via the numerous blood vessels, followed by the recruitment of inflammatory cells in these tissues. Most of the target cells have not yet been identified for MAYV but the diagram shows an extrapolation based on other alphaviruses. The figure was designed using Adobe Creative Cloud apps (https://www.adobe.com/creativecloud.html).

### 4. Diagnosis

The symptoms caused by MAYV infection are often difficult to be recognized because of the limited diagnostic laboratory facilities in many of the endemic regions. In addition to the variety of symptoms, which are not very specific, diagnosis of MAYV infection is rendered difficult by the existence of coinfections and the lack of rapid tests [25,69]. In MAYV surveillance, the discriminating
diagnosis must also consider possible concomitant CHIKV, DENV, and ZIKV infections due to the co-circulation of these viruses [20,31,33]. Neutralization and reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction (PCR) tests are now available in almost all laboratories and can help in the confirmation of MAYV infection [31,38]. In a cross-sectional study in Ecuador, the prevalence of MAYV was estimated by evaluating the presence of IgM and IgG antibodies by ELISA [70]. It is of note that when samples are collected after the acute phase of clinical signs (which then no longer represents the viremia phase, lasting two to three days for MAYV), testing based on isolation is impractical. Nevertheless, this technique, which is generally performed in vivo in mice or in vitro by inoculation into cell cultures of arthropods (C6/36, Aag2, etc.) or vertebrates (Vero, BHK-21, etc.), remains the most accurate method for virus detection [20]. It is generally performed in vivo in mice or in vitro by inoculation into the cell cultures of arthropods (C6/36, Aag2, etc.) or vertebrates (Vero, BHK-21, etc.). In some circumstances, the isolation method is not the most appropriate due to several factors, including the costs involved and the need for additional tests, which increase the time required to deliver results. Complement fixation and neutralization tests are among the serological methods that can also be used in certain contexts for the diagnosis of MAYV. The detection of circulating IgM antibodies has the advantage of being specific and also constitutes the fastest technique. Indeed, the production of IgM usually occurs about five days after infection with MAYV [11,67]. For MAYV diagnosis, possible cross-reactions must be taken into account, in particular those between MAYV-, CHIKV- and O’nyong-nyong virus-specific antibodies [71–74]. In recent years, modern, more sensitive and faster methods using molecular biology techniques (i.e., PCR) have been widely used for the diagnosis of several pathogens of medical interest [75]. Accurate diagnosis of MAYV in human communities can also be rendered difficult due to the high prevalence of asymptomatic cases [25,31].

5. Genomic Structure and Viral Life Cycle

The genome of MAYV, the causative agent of Mayaro fever, is a single-stranded RNA virus with positive polarity and a length of approximately 11.5 kilobases (kb). Its genomic structure forms two open reading frames, one coding for structural proteins and the other coding for non-structural proteins (Figure 4). The latter are expressed as a polyprotein that is cleaved both during and after translation into four non-structural proteins (nsP1, nsP2, nsP3, and nsP4), whereas the structural genes generate the six structural proteins (C, E1, E2, E3, 6K, and transframe) [71]. The viral particles are icosahedral, comprising a closed nucleocapsid in a compact envelope consisting of the host cell membrane sealed with E1-E2 complex [8,9,76]. The life cycle of MAYV starts with the fusion of the viral envelope with the plasma membrane of the target cells via specific receptors on their surface such as MXRA8, which has recently been revealed to be a receptor for several arthritogenic alphaviruses [7,77]. This fusion process, however, merits further study to determine the precise mechanisms involved. Next, the virus enters inside the cell by endocytosis and is subsequently found within the endosomal compartment. Once in the cytoplasm, the pH of the endosome decreases and the virus disassembles its basic structure and releases the genomic RNA which is translated into non-structural proteins that generate messenger RNA and various structural proteins. The latter are then transformed into a nucleocapsid and its glycoproteins, which, after combination with the plasma membrane, leads to the release of new viral particles outside the cell. The released particles then infect other cells and the cycle repeats itself [71].
Figure 4. The replicative cycle and genomic structure of MAYV. E: envelope; nsP: nonstructural protein; UTR: untranslated region; nt: nucleotides. A: nsP1 is required in the formation of the viral RNA and the RNA capping processing; B: nsP2 presents several enzymes required in transcription; C: nsP3 is one element of the replication complex; D: nsP4 is known as the viral RNA polymerase.

1: endocytosis through a clathrin-coated pit or, alternatively, through a caveolin-coated pit; 2: start of virus internalization with receptors of the host cell; 3: the low pH obtained in the endosome leads to structural modifications in the envelope of the virus that reveal the E1. The latter mediates cell membrane-virus fusion; 4: endosomal cell membrane-virus fusion; 5: release of the capsid core and genome of the virus; 6: from the mRNA of the virus, a pair of nsP precursors are generated; 7: the replication complex is obtained from the gathering of nsP proteins. This complex thus allows the synthesis of a minus-strand RNA; 8: this RNA is used as the model to generate both genomic (49S) and subgenomic (26S) RNAs; 9a: processing of the polyprotein precursor by an autoproteolytic serine protease; 9b: genomic RNA involved in nucleocapsid core assembly and genomic RNA packaging; 10: processing and maturation of glycoproteins pE2 and E1; 11: in the Golgi, processed glycoproteins are associated. Then they are transported into the cell membrane; 12a: at the cell membrane, the pE2 is split into E2 and E3; 12b: association of the viral RNA with the capsid C and the recruitment of E1 allows viral assembly; 13: particles of MAYV associated with the core are released outside of the host cell through the membrane. The figure was designed using Adobe Creative Cloud apps (https://www.adobe.com/creativecloud.html).

6. Phylogeny

The complete nucleotide sequence of MAYV was determined in 2005 [78]. MAYV is part of the Semliki Forest Complex due to its antigenic composition and is phylogenetically close to other alphaviruses such as CHIKV, Sindbis, and Ross river viruses that induce an identical clinical illness in infected patients [4,15]. Its antigenic resemblance to CHIKV has been well described [72]. Nucleotide sequence homologies and recent phylogenetic analysis carried out on MAYV strains isolated from the Americas indicate the existence of three major phylogroups: disseminated (D), limited (L), and new...
D is the more widely disseminated group and contains strains identified in several countries in the Americas (Trinidad and Tobago, Peru, French Guiana, Venezuela, and Bolivia), while the phylogroup limited (L) is found only in a few countries (Haiti and Brazil) [31]. A minor genotype, new (N), which is limited to only one known sequence, was isolated in 2010 in Peru [81].

7. Transmission Cycle

In MAYV-endemic regions in Latin America, a viral transmission cycle in the sylvatic environment is observed. This cycle mainly involves the mosquito *Haemagogus janthinomys* and non-human primates (NHP), considered to be the primary hosts of the virus [82–84] (Figure 5). To a lesser extent, this cycle may involve not only other vertebrates or secondary hosts (rodents, reptiles, etc.), whose role is not clearly identified, but also other types of mosquitoes such as *Mansonia*, *Culex*, *Sabethes*, *Aedes*, and *Psorophora* which may play an accessory or occasional role in this transmission cycle [10,26,85–87]. Due to both the zoophagous nature of *Haemagogus* spp. and their limited biotope in rural areas close to forests, humans are only sporadically infected [88]. At present, no animal reservoir of MAYV has been formally documented in Africa, Asia, and Europe. In urban areas, domestic mosquitoes are potential vectors of MAYV that could transmit the virus to humans under appropriate conditions. The introduction of MAYV into urban habitats and their establishment a domestic cycle is increasingly likely. If this process becomes a reality, this situation could be a real burden, not only for endemic regions but also on a global scale, especially when possible mutations of the virus will favor more efficient dissemination by domestic vectors [25]. In addition to this classical mode of transmission, there is also vertical transmission (passage of the virus from an infected female to her offspring), a mechanism by which the vector contains the virus for long periods of time, thereby constituting a true reservoir. Vertical transmission was revealed by the isolation of MAYV from two pools of adult *Ae. aegypti* which were collected from the egg stage in Brazil in 2017 [89]. Further studies are needed to identify the importance of vertical transmission during epidemics and the molecular mechanism that underlies viral maintenance in the vectors during unfavorable periods [90]. It is, however, clear that the effectiveness of this mechanism depends on climate change, geographical location, arbovirus genotype, and vector population dynamics [91]. Although this mechanism has been extensively reported for DENV, CHIKV, ZIKV, and Yellow fever virus infections [92–95], very few studies have addressed its role in MAYV and other arboviruses [89]. Airborne transmission of MAYV has also been reported among laboratory personnel [96].
8. MAYV Vectors: Field and Laboratory Observations

To incriminate a mosquito species as a vector of MAYV, two conditions must be met, preferably in this order: 1) first, the virus must be detected in natura from specimens of the species and 2) experiences in controlled conditions must provide evidence of its capacity to transmit the virus. Several entomological surveillances across the world have provided the suspicious involvement of many species but have not given enough formal evidence for the incrimination of a particular species. Indeed, any pathogen is likely to be detected in blood ingested by an arthropod [97]. On the other hand, although transmission experiments are able to clarify potential implications, the number of species to be tested for vector competence is limited by certain technical restrictions and this approach is not always relevant due to the lack of contact between the arthropod and humans in natura [98]. Therefore, the synthesis of all observations obtained from these studies will enable us to define the true MAYV vectors implicated in the viral transmission cycles (Figure 5).

8.1. Evidence from the Field

MAYV isolates have been obtained from diverse mosquito genera (Haemagogus, Culex, Mansonia, Sabethes, Psorophora, Aedes) (see Table 1). Haemagogus spp., especially Hg. janthinomys, appears to be the primary vector [84]. In 1957, a strain of MAYV was isolated from a pool (49 specimens) of the mosquito Mansonia venezuelensis, collected in northeastern Trinidad. This isolation was the first one recorded from arthropods collected in natura [99]. Subsequently, isolates were frequently obtained from Hg. janthinomys and less regularly from other mosquito species [83,100,101]. In addition, many MAYV isolates were reported in 1978 in Brazil from Hg. janthinomys [84]. Cx. quinquefasciatus mosquitoes found naturally infected with MAYV were also reported in Brazil [28]; nevertheless, their ability to transmit the virus is still unproven [102].
Table 1. Mosquito species in which MAYV was detected in natura.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country of Origin</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Aedes aegypti</td>
<td>[28,89]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>Sabethes spp.</td>
<td>[21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Haemagogus janthinomys</td>
<td>[20,83,84]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>Aedes serratus</td>
<td>[101]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Cx. quinquefasciatus</td>
<td>[28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>Cx. vomerifer</td>
<td>[26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago</td>
<td>Mansonia venezuelensis</td>
<td>[99]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>Psorophora ferox</td>
<td>[101]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>Psorophora albipes</td>
<td>[101]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.2. Vector Competence Studies

There are a few studies on vector competence for MAYV [26,98,103,104] and those carried out concern Ae. aegypti populations from Iquitos, Florida and French Polynesia, and Ae. albopictus from Brazil, Florida and Reunion [98,103–106]. These studies have shown that Ae. albopictus and Ae. aegypti are capable of transmitting MAYV. In addition, several other geographically divergent Anopheles species can transmit MAYV (Table 2) [98,103,104]. The latter observation suggests the possible involvement of some species of this genus in the amplification of MAYV in naïve areas.

Table 2. Vector species found experimentally competent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country of Origin</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iquitos, Peru</td>
<td>Ae. aegypti</td>
<td>[98,102,106]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bora-Bora, French Polynesia</td>
<td>Ae. aegypti</td>
<td>[105]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida, USA</td>
<td>Ae. aegypti</td>
<td>[103]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Ae. albopictus</td>
<td>[104]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Reunion</td>
<td>Ae. albopictus</td>
<td>[105]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida, USA</td>
<td>Ae. albopictus</td>
<td>[103]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago</td>
<td>Ae. scapularis</td>
<td>[86]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia, USA</td>
<td>An. freeborni</td>
<td>[102]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland, USA</td>
<td>An. gambiae</td>
<td>[102]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia, USA</td>
<td>An. quadrimaculatus</td>
<td>[102]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland, USA</td>
<td>An. stephensi</td>
<td>[102]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9. Major Urban MAYV Vectors: Extension and Risk to Developed and Developing Countries

9.1. Aedes aegypti

The mosquito Ae. aegypti is a highly anthropophilic and extremely opportunistic species, with a nearly worldwide distribution. This is a domestic vector involved in arbovirus transmission at a global scale [1,107]. This vector has not yet been reported in European countries, except for some regions (Figure 6), although global warming could lead to their colonization in the near future. The delay of this phenomena will be determined particularly by global climate policies such as the Paris Agreement [108]. A few studies are have also dealt with climatic factors and mechanisms involved in the invasion and proliferation of this species [107,109–111].
Figure 6. Worldwide distribution of *Ae. albopictus* and *Ae. aegypti*. The “tiger mosquito”, *Ae. albopictus*, has currently conquered several temperate regions including France, Italy, and Spain as shown on this map. The species is indeed a competent vector for several alphaviruses and flaviviruses which raises concerns when considering the occurrence of imported cases reported in the USA and Europe. On the other hand, *Ae. aegypti* is present in almost all tropical regions across the globe. On many occasions, the World Health Organization and the Rockefeller foundation have tried unsuccessfully to eradicate it. These two main urban vectors are not necessarily present throughout the countries/territories shaded in this map. ArcGIS Desktop V 10.5 software was used to generate this map (ESRI 2019, Redlands, CA, USA: Environmental Systems Research Institute; https://desktop.arcgis.com/en/).

9.2. *Aedes albopictus*

*Ae. albopictus*, commonly known as the “tiger mosquito”, is native to Southeast Asia. In recent years, the species has established itself in several regions across the world (Figure 6). In this process of invasion, scientists incriminate the transport of used tires which can harbor desiccation-resistant eggs. Following recent evidence from laboratory experiments on the ability of this species to transmit the virus, health officials expressed their concern and warned about the potential threat of a MAYV epidemic in areas already colonized by this species, as well as those threatened by its introduction.

10. Other Potential Vertebrate Hosts for MAYV

The presence of MAYV and/or anti-MAYV antibodies has been detected in vertebrate hosts in diverse localities in South America. In French Guiana, MAYV has been isolated from a wide variety of mammals, although their relevance in MAYV transmission is as yet unknown [112]. The virus has also been isolated from various other wild animals, including birds [113]. Anti-MAYV antibodies have been detected in marmosets (*Callithrix argentata*) as well.

11. MAYV Transmission in Nonhuman Primates

The rainforests in the Amazon region harbor diverse NHP species [114]. This diversity underlines the importance of identifying the level of involvement of each species in the bio-ecology of MAYV in order to acquire the necessary tools to better prepare or to avoid a worst-case scenario that could be
generated by a possible amplification in human populations, starting from an enzootic cycle. As we are aware of these issues, it is important and urgent to carry out studies on the nature of NHPs present in this MAYV-endemic region. This lack of knowledge can be overcome by encouraging scientists who take an interest in this field and by setting up adequate infrastructure.

12. Emergence Mechanisms of Urban MAYV Transmission

Generally, the use of inappropriate vector control, coupled with the high density and the large distribution of urban Aedes spp., including Ae. albopictus and Ae. aegypti, is crucial in MAYV spreading [13]. Specifically, in low-income settings, it is mainly deforestation, unplanned policies concerning urbanization and infrastructure, as well as a lack of resources that benefit mosquito development and their contact with humans. Human movement may also increase the spread of MAYV, as shown for other similar vector-borne viruses [115–118]. Nevertheless, the incidence of disparities in transmission should be determined for vulnerable or minority communities most in need by improving access to high-quality telemedicine, increasing the use of mobile care and testing, in addition to reforming public health data practices, not only for MAYV, but also for other arboviruses as well.

13. Entomological Surveillance

At present, no surveillance system has been put in place for Mayaro fever and the first detections were obtained incidentally during investigations of febrile illnesses. During the epidemics of 1995 in Peru and 2008 in Brazil, results from surveillance efforts were based exclusively on reports provided by sentinel structures based on different techniques in use by the virology community. The occurrence of imported cases stresses the importance of global MAYV entomological surveillance. Such detection programs could provide an opportunity to bring together forces around the “one health” concept with an emphasis on vectors. The ambition, above all, would be to act more widely, more efficiently and more quickly on these issues in both the short and long term. Generally, entomological surveillance in a MAYV epidemic situation involves making an inventory of the mosquito species present at that time in the affected locality from the larval and adult stages, determining their abundance and, where appropriate, their distribution and potential involvement [15]. The latter can be provided by the results of attempts to isolate the virus from specimens collected in the field, including forests and human habitations. Until now, no efficient entomological surveillance of MAYV has been established. At present, the “human-landing catch” method is the preferred method for collecting those vectors likely to come into contact with humans, but unfortunately it is not appropriate in epidemic situations and is more expensive compared to other methods [119,120]. However, alternative methods (although they are less effective, but safer for the operator), through the use of different types of traps, can be used as well. In addition, surveillance of animal fauna (both wild and domestic) could provide additional details and thus allow us to refine the decision-making process to control MAYV. Taken together, the overall interpretation of the results from these surveys will provide a reliable estimation of the MAYV risk in the affected area.

14. Prevention and Control

In concrete terms, the prevention of Mayaro is contingent on the suppression of mosquito bites and, consequently, of human–vector contact. In the case of Haemagogus and Aedes vectors, whose peak activity coincides at the beginning or the end of the day, the use of insecticide-treated nets does not fully protect against these vectors. Because of the lack of a specific vaccine, the only effective way of managing the spread of the disease in endemic areas is vector control. This strategy, feasible in both domestic and peridomestic settings, focuses primarily on the suppression of mosquito breeding sites through the use of predators, larvicides, etc., which can be reinforced by global and multisectoral coordination across the fields of healthcare, community engagement and social communication [121]. The latter can be carried out among the local population and can take the form of awareness-raising
actions about MAYV disease and individual protection measures against mosquito bites using different broadcasting channels and available media (TV, radio, social networks, etc.). Other vector control methods focusing on the elimination of adult stages by spraying with insecticides, particularly in epidemic situations, can also be implemented [84]. Unfortunately, the range of available molecules and formulations is limited, hence the importance of focusing on resistance levels in MAYV vector populations and understanding the underlying mechanisms. In the past, measures that were considered effective, based on the management of household water storage, were implemented in Brazil during the 1981 epidemic. Being among the less studied mosquito-borne diseases, MAYV is still neglected by health authorities and the general public across the world, specifically in non-endemic regions. Communities need to be aware of Mayaro fever epidemics, the damage the virus can cause to their health, and preventive measures, including cleaning their homes and cleaning water containers and the environment around their households. All necessary actions including social and behavior change should be taken in order to inspire community members to engage more strongly to prevent MAYV for a safer future. Surveillance, diagnosis of MAYV and vector control are the three main pillars in terms of prevention of the disease. In terms of vaccine research, efforts are being made and two promising vaccines are currently being developed and will hopefully soon be tested in clinical trials [122]. In order to respond to this crucial issue, the activities carried out in this field must be the culmination of a collective approach. At present, many questions about MAYV remain unresolved and require additional efforts by all multidisciplinary actors (virologists, entomologists, sociologists, statisticians, etc.) in order to find appropriate or alternative solutions.

15. Factors Associated with MAYV Emergence and Invasion

Nowadays, most outbreaks of MAYV are restricted to rural settings close to tropical forests, but a possible future urbanization of MAYV is to be expected, as suggested by the following observations [40,123]: (1) urbanization as a possible result of the virus being carried by travelers or infected birds [14,124]; (2) the strong homology between MAYV with CHIKV, an alphavirus that circulates in urban areas; (3) the frequent observation of MAYV cases near tropical cities in which Ae. aegypti, the principal urban vector, is endemic [15]; (4) results from laboratory studies showing that both Ae. albopictus [103–105] and Ae. aegypti [98,103,105] are able to transmit MAYV (Table 2). Features related to the emergence of MAYV include (1) anthropic disturbances in the ecosystem, notably caused by farming and agrobusiness activities, urbanization, a demographic boom, poor sanitary conditions, deforestation and human migration (Figure 7) [3,125–127], (2) the genetic mutation of the virus and its adaptation to other arthropod vectors [128], (3) the ability of these vectors to tolerate a lethal dose of major insecticides, as well as increased pathogen resistance to drugs [129] and, finally, (4) changing weather conditions that favor the invasion of mosquito vectors into new areas in which humans have not encountered the virus and have not yet acquired a protective immune response [2,130,131]. Ultimately, it is fair to state that changing climatic conditions are mainly responsible for the increased incidence and risk of viral spread to humans. These act in favor of the vectors that subsequently occupy hitherto unscathed areas and consequently allow the virus to emerge in these areas, as illustrated by the MAYV epidemic in Haiti in 2015. The positive correlation between the occurrence of epidemics and the peak density of vector populations during the wet season in tropical regions are further proof of the impact of climate on the transmission of MAYV [2,5,31,113].
16. Future Trends

Like CHIKV and ZIKV, MAYV could grow significantly and become one of the most widespread arboviruses on the planet. This scenario could be triggered by an evolution of the virus, changes in the host–vector relationship, etc. To anticipate possible adverse trends in Mayaro fever, there is a need to implement improved strategies and strengthen existing diagnostic platforms. The lack of optimal sampling methods for mosquitoes remains one of the major gaps in MAYV surveillance. The “human-landing collection” method remains the only effective method for the correct estimation of human–vector relationships, but its use is being questioned and debated because of ethical considerations [119,120]. For the coming years, it will therefore be urgent to think about implementation of alternative methods that can provide more perfect sampling data. Given the complexity of vector-borne diseases, experiments on vector competence for MAYV should include, in addition to species of the genera *Aedes* and *Haemagogus*, both *An. gambiae* and *Cx. quinquefasciatus*, which are species of great importance and whose presence is strongly dependent on human habitation. Studies on the efficacy of antiviral drugs and vaccines are generally supported by animal models, but not all models are suitable for a particular scientific question. In the case of MAYV, it is necessary to define which animal model (NHP, mouse, hamster, etc.) is suitable for vaccine research. For this purpose, we can learn from past years of alphavirus research and refer to available and relevant studies. Brazil, French Guyana, Peru, Colombia and Panama are among the regions in the world most affected by Mayaro disease. To help fight MAYV, it is necessary to combine simple community-based experiments with scientific innovation. Mobile phones have become important for disease mapping and surveillance through the use of short messaging services in affected areas. Adapting user-friendly innovations to the living conditions of people in remote locations can change the dynamics of disease control. The development of innovative scientific products from research and development takes time, but easy
access to those innovations is needed to combat vector-borne diseases. Public–private partnerships, as well as university and national programs should be promoted to develop innovative tools for prevention. Technology is and will continue to be undoubtedly changing the way we monitor health information systems and discover new innovative diagnostic or control strategies against arboviruses. From sample collection, to diagnostics, to data sharing, technology has firmly taken its place in our day-to-day research activities.

17. Conclusions

Variabilities in susceptibility and ability to disseminate and transmit MAYV have been reported depending on the extrinsic incubation conditions, the virus strains used and the mosquito species tested. These variations in the expression of oral receptivity have been repeatedly described in natural populations of vector mosquitoes. Several factors, both intrinsic and extrinsic to the vectors, may explain these variations. Among these, possible interactions between the virus and the microbiota of the mosquito’s midgut seem to be particularly important, knowing that this symbiosis could provide important physiological functions to the host, including the synthesis of essential nutrients, resistance to infection and stimulation of the immune system. In many studies on the involvement of the immune system, bacteria have been used, but it was only very recently that their role in the immune response against virus infections was discovered. Differences in the expression of genes involved in the immune response are probably due to changes in the specific composition of the bacterial flora present in the midgut of the host mosquito and are important factors influencing the variation in transmission. To date, no data on potential vectors are available on this aspect. Therefore, for further analysis, studies should be carried out on the diversity and relative proportions of the different taxa of this midgut microbiota. Given that virus–host interactions are often accompanied by variations in viral proteins, resulting in the emergence of disease, it would be interesting to investigate the contribution of recombination phenomena to the natural evolution of MAYV strains and the epidemiological risk that recombinant strains may present. From a technical point of view, the identification and subsequent inactivation, by homologous recombination, of genes involved in the replication or adsorption of viral particles, for example, could significantly reduce transmission. It would also be helpful to improve our knowledge of the mechanisms underlying MAYV replication in mosquitoes. In this respect, further studies providing valuable information on the basic ecology and spatiotemporal dynamics of vector abundance and their association with MAYV should be carried out. Transmission probability models could be used to estimate the natural periodicity of virus incidence cycles in each potential host. These predictive models will certainly make it possible to improve monitoring methods, thereby providing predictive capacity for the identification and early warning of emergence risks, as well as their control, by appropriate and accepted preventive methods. From the same perspective, two axes should be explored: (i) understanding how human contact with MAYV via vectors may increase with intensive use of forest resources; (ii) understanding how wildlife populations and communities, acting as reservoirs and potential vectors, respond to changes in the environment. These modifications will have an impact on wildlife populations, leading to the displacement of native forest species and the introduction of new ones capable of colonizing disturbed areas, resulting in the emergence of arboviruses, including MAYV, which were previously confined to the biotopes of natural reservoirs, thereby increasing the risk of contact with new mammalian and human hosts.
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